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• A recent study found that the average

American walks about 900 miles a year.

Another study found that Americans drink, on

average, 22 gallons of alcohol a year. That

means that, on average, Americans get

about 41 miles to the gallon!



Moving

Beyond Awareness

Thank You



DeLu Jackson
National Manager, Digital and Direct Marketing



our funnel is based on the

customer

Heart

Brain

Wallet

Customers are still undecided and need a

reason to click focus on primary brand and

vehicle attributes, maximize reach

Customers are looking locally for inventory we

need to hit them with regional incentives and

sales events

Consumers are ready to buy they need to

know the next step display individual dealer

information, inventory & pricing, treat as a

direct response medium



Subaru customers are passionate about our brand

we just need to turn up the volume



in-text advertising has helped us do

that

We have learned that in-text will get

our brand in front of people that are not

necessarily in-market for a Subaru

We now know that you have to use in-

text because it functions similar to paid

search

You need to constantly optimize the

placements and shift keywords and

budget just as you would for paid

search



thank you
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